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ABSTRACT
This live coding performance uses Gibber, a browser-based environment for live coding. It is the first performance to feature a browser-based implementation of the TidalCycles mini-notation, enabling new rhythmic and sequencing possibilities in Gibber.

1. PERFORMANCE NOTES
The community around TidalCycles [2] has nurtured it into one of the world’s most successful live coding languages, used internationally to both perform and teach. I’ve been attracted to the expressiveness of its mini-notation for describing rhythmic patterns, and often wished that I could bring the same rhythmic expressiveness to sequencing in Gibber, a browser-based live coding system I design and develop [3].

With the help of Mariana Pachon-Puentes, I recently developed a browser-based implementation of the TidalCycles mini-notation, and incorporated it into Gibber, adding experimental annotations to help reveal the state and progression of running musical patterns as shown in Fig. 1.

This performance will be the first public performance to use the TidalCycles mini-notation in Gibber, and will feature sounds synthesized in the browser mixed with samples drawn from the Freesound online repository [1].

2. PERFORMER BIO
I am an Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer Science at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, with an affiliation in the Interactive Media and Game Development program. I research human-centered computing in digital arts practice, and am the lead designer and developer of Gibber, an open-source, creative coding environment for the browser. I have given live coding performance using Gibber throughout North America, Europe, and Asia.
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